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Few recent decisions of the Supreme Court have received as much popular attention as *Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization*. In this Essay, we focus on one important aspect of the *Dobbs* decision: its emphatic claim to be returning questions of abortion access to “the people” or to democracy. *Dobbs*’s invocation of democracy has obvious intuitive appeal, but it is a deeply problematic claim. It ignores systemic distortions in state legislatures caused by gerrymandering and other factors. And more specifically, in the abortion context, it overlooks the very old laws that pre-date *Roe* and *Roe/Casey*-era “messaging” bills never thought likely to go into effect—both of which *Dobbs* has revived across the country. These laws, which often instantiate draconian bans on abortion access, are dubious measures of contemporary public opinion, but they may end up remaining in effect for a long time because of what we call “burdens of inertia” and “blind spots” in state legislative processes. Given these intertwined dysfunctions, *Dobbs* is far from a pro-democratic decision. Such a claim would be more plausible if (a) issued in a context where the Court was also taking the sources of democratic dysfunction (such as partisan gerrymandering) seriously; and (b) issued in a way that showed sensitivity to the distortions in the democratic process surrounding abortion, many of which were caused by the Court’s own interventions. As well, since the dysfunctions identified on the abortion issue are difficult to eliminate, a decision that took democracy seriously may have required the Court to continue to oversee abortion regulation nationwide with a regime similar to its current approach in *Casey*—or at the very least to issue a quite different remedy that delayed the effect of overruling *Casey*, or did so only prospectively, while making clear that existing laws inconsistent with *Casey* had no force or effect. The hollowness of the celebratory reference to democracy in *Dobbs* raises the question of whether it was sincere, or instead a cynical fig leaf that threatens to further erode the significance of U.S. democracy.
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INTRODUCTION

After months of speculation, in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, the Supreme Court of the United States finally delivered its verdict, holding that the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses do not protect a right of access to abortion.2

The decision was controversial on almost every level. It overturned decades long precedents in Roe v. Wade3 and Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey.4 It went against suggestions by current justices during the Supreme Court confirmation process that they would respect these and other precedents.5 It raised questions about the security of rights of access to abortion, contraception, and same-sex marriage.6 And it left millions of Americans subject to draconian restrictions on abortion of a kind not seen in the U.S. in decades—or in almost any other constitutional democracy worldwide.7

1. 142 S. Ct. 2228 (2022).
2. Id. at 2284. For a description of the process leading up to its publication, including the leak of the draft majority opinion, see Adam Liptak, A Supreme Court in Disarray After an Extraordinary Breach, N.Y. TIMES, https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/03/us/politics/supreme-court-leak-roe-v-wade-abortion.html (June 24, 2022).
How did the Court justify this outcome? At times, it spoke in a language we have come to expect from the current Court, namely: the language of history and tradition. But reliance on nineteenth century practices was uniquely unpersuasive in the abortion context. The Fourteenth Amendment was adopted at a time when women could not vote, be admitted to the bar, or make almost any decisions about the shape of their lives.

Unsurprisingly, the Court therefore sought to justify its decision in ways that went beyond an appeal to the 1860s. In particular, it repeatedly cited democracy as a rationale for its decision to remand questions of reproductive rights access to state legislatures. What are we to make of this claim that the regulation of abortion is best left to the democratic process? The claim has intuitive normative appeal in a context in which there is such widespread social and political disagreement. Public opinion polling would also suggest that, in most states in the U.S., remanding the issue to democratic politics should lead to at least some level of legal access to abortion.

But there are two reasons to be wary of trusting unregulated state legislative processes to resolve these disagreements or reflect democratic majority attitudes. First, many state legislative processes are subject to systemic pathologies of the kind John Harty Ely long ago suggested were sufficient grounds for judicial intervention. That is, they are subject to forms of vote dilution and partisan gerrymandering that make a strong case for judicial oversight of the political process, but the Supreme Court declined to exercise that oversight in Rucho v. Common Cause and in many other cases. Second, state legislative processes are also subject to

10. For a discussion of the origins of the democracy argument in civil society, following, but not immediately, after Roe, see also Melissa Murray & Katherine Shaw, Dobbs and Democracy, 127 HARV. L. REV. (forthcoming 2024) (manuscript at 11–20) (on file with authors).
15. 139 S. Ct. 2484 (2019).
broader forms of dysfunction that go beyond what Ely noted in *Democracy and Distrust*, including what one of us has referred to as persistent democratic “blind spots” and “burdens of inertia.”

Many of these dynamics are familiar to U.S. constitutional scholars. But as Melissa Murray and Katherine Shaw also point out, their relevance and applicability in the abortion context is notable. The states that are most likely to restrict abortion access are also some of those most likely to be subject to distortions in the form of partisan gerrymandering. And as we will show, many of the anti-abortion laws taking effect across the country have a dubious democratic pedigree. Some pre-date *Roe* and yet have been revived by default after lying dormant for fifty years. Even before *Roe*, anti-abortion laws were often enforced very sporadically. Another group of laws were passed during the *Roe* regime, but nonetheless in a very different political context, where legislators could afford to send appeasing messages to pro-life groups by issuing laws that the public did not expect to go into effect. Because of legislative inertia, it is likely that many of these laws will remain in effect for a long time, despite being out of step with popular sentiment in their own states.

What does this mean for *Dobbs*? Most obviously, a Court that is unwilling to deal with broader sources of state legislative dysfunction, such as partisan gerrymandering, should not have overruled *Casey* and instead should have continued to uphold a reading of the Due Process Clause that protects rights to liberty and national democratic majority attitudes on the scope of that liberty right. And if the Court were to have adjusted the framework in *Casey*, this Essay suggests it should have done so by adopting remedies aimed at promoting greater democratic dialogue. For example, one possibility could have been to adopt a suspended declaration or delayed remedy that would take effect after a period of time, rather than immediately. Suspended declarations have rarely been used in the U.S. but are now commonplace in other

---

19. See also Murray & Shaw, supra note 10.
20. See, e.g., id. (manuscript at 42–43) (citing Wisconsin’s 1849 abortion ban and noting that “Wisconsin is subject to one of the worst gerrymanders in the country”).
22. See Murray & Shaw, supra note 10.
And if used correctly, they offer one method for prompting renewed democratic attention to an issue. In this case, such a remedy would have involved a suspended decision to overrule Casey (rather than laws challenged under it), or even more creatively, a decision to overrule Casey only prospectively, while making clear that existing laws that were inconsistent with Casey were invalid.

A final question is whether the Court’s reliance on the language of democracy should be taken at face value as a sincere attempt to defend the outcome in Dobbs. One possibility is that the Court’s paean to democracy in Dobbs is sincere but misplaced. Another possibility is that it is a fig leaf for a Court with different motives. Elsewhere, we have noted the dangers of this kind of stylized “democratic talk,” both inside and outside of the United States. Using the language of democracy to erode liberal democratic norms and guarantees is not just bad for liberalism, it can be bad for democracy. It can contribute to a gradual loss of faith on the part of voters in democracy as an ideal worth defending. And the more voters lose faith in democracy, the more vulnerable it is to erosion. This, at least, is the experience of many other countries that have witnessed the “abusive” use of democratic constitutional ideas.

The remainder of the Essay is divided into six parts. Part I explores the reliance by the Court in Dobbs on the language of democracy, as well as the support for that discourse in broader debates. Part II explains how this reliance fails to account for obvious sources of dysfunction in state legislative processes, including pervasive partisan gerrymandering, and explores the implications of this point for judicial review. Part III explores other sources of democratic dysfunction in state legislative politics surrounding abortion, including problems of inertia and blind pots surrounding decades-old, newly revived laws and messaging laws that we suggest were never intended to take full effect. Part IV considers the degree to which these various sources of dysfunction could be ameliorated by Congress or state-level popular initiatives. It suggests that these routes (particularly the second) may be partial solutions at best. Part V therefore suggests that the relevant sources of dysfunction have


25. See id. at 28–30 (explaining that, while there is tension between liberalism and democracy, “often attacks on liberalism also end up being attacks on democracy”).

implications for the nature and scope of judicial review over abortion, both in terms of how a decision like Dobbs should be written and whether it should have been written at all. Part VI concludes by considering the degree to which the language of democracy in Dobbs should be considered as sincere, or instead as a fig leaf that approaches what we have elsewhere called “abusive constitutional borrowing.”

I. DOBBS AND DEMOCRACY

Several of the key opinions in Dobbs are heavily laden with references to democracy. The majority opinion opens by stating that for 185 years after adoption of the Constitution, “each State was permitted to address this issue in accordance with the views of its citizens.”28 Roe, the opinion suggests, interrupted this chain of democratic decision making and instead erroneously constitutionalized the right to abortion, while Casey perpetuated the error.29 Dobbs, the majority states, will “return the issue of abortion to the people’s elected representatives,” a formula that the opinion would return to throughout the opinion.30 Quoting Justice Scalia’s dissent in Casey, the majority asserts that abortion would now be decided “like most important questions in our democracy: by citizens trying to persuade one another and then voting.”31 Later in the opinion, when asserting while Roe and Casey should be overruled despite the doctrine of stare decisis, the Court asserts that Roe represented a grave error—one in which the Court “usurped the power to address a question . . . that the Constitution unequivocally leaves for the people” and “short-circuited the democratic process” by closing off avenues for anti-abortion politicians and voters to act.32

The majority opinion also makes two other, more specific references to democracy. First, in a passing, sparsely supported argument to comparative constitutional law, it asserts that Roe and Casey left the “[s]tates less freedom to regulate abortion than the majority of western democracies enjoy.”33 Second, toward the end of the opinion, the Court

27. Dixon & Landau, supra note 24, at 3.
29. See id. at 2265.
30. Id. at 2243. See also id. at 2279 (“[T]he authority to regulate abortion must be returned to the people and their elected representatives.”); id. at 2284 (“We . . . return that authority to the people and their elected representatives.”).
31. Id. at 2243 (quoting Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 979 (1992) (Scalia, J., concurring in judgment in part and dissenting in part)).
32. Id. at 2265. See also id. (asserting that Roe “wrongly removed an issue from the people and the democratic process”).
33. Id. at 2270.
gestures at a political process argument. The majority notes that its decision would “return[]” abortion to “legislative bodies,” which “allows women on both sides of the abortion issue to seek to affect the legislative process by influencing public opinion, lobbying legislators, voting, and running for office.” The Court also emphasizes that “[w]omen are not without electoral or political power,” a point that it emphasizes by noting that the percentage of women who register and vote is “consistently higher” than the percentage of men who do the same, including in the state that had passed the abortion law at issue, Mississippi. The Court suggests here that there is no breakdown in the political process that would require solicitude or intervention from the judiciary. This recalls Ely’s own well-known criticism of Roe.

Justice Kavanaugh’s concurrence is also heavily saturated with the language of democracy. He argues that under the majority’s approach, the Constitution is “neutral” on abortion, and therefore that the decision “properly leaves the question of abortion for the people and their elected representatives in democratic process,” where “the people and their representatives may decide to allow or limit abortion.” He adds that the Constitution “authorizes the creation of new rights” not contained in it, through “processes of democratic self-government” such as state and federal legislation, or state and federal constitutional amendments.

Indeed, several times towards the end of his concurrence, Justice Kavanaugh repeats that the Court was taking a neutral position when it had previously improperly taken sides on the abortion issue, and that it was returning “difficult moral and policy questions” to the “people and their elected representatives.” However, he suggests a slightly different conception of which democratic processes would deal with the abortion issue. While the majority refers repeatedly to the “States,” Justice Kavanaugh references the “democratic process in the States or Congress,” suggesting that legislative (or constitutional amendment) struggles could occur at either level of government.

Interestingly, the dissent by Justices Breyer, Sotomayor, and Kagan—although scathing on many other points—does not take aim at the majority and concurrence’s uses of democracy. The dissent asserts, that, properly understood, the Constitution creates a right to abortion,

34. Id. at 2277.
35. Id.
37. Dobbs, 142 S. Ct. at 2305 (Kavanaugh, J., concurring).
38. Id. at 2306 (Kavanaugh, J., concurring).
39. See id. at 2309 (Kavanaugh, J., concurring).
40. Id. (Kavanaugh, J., concurring).
and moreover that the criteria for overruling stare decisis have not been met. This leads it to a posture that abortion is a right that should be insulated from the democratic process, and it does not really interrogate the question of what that democratic process might look like. “[W]hen it comes to rights,” the dissent argues, “the Court does not act ‘neutrally’ when it leaves everything up to the States,” but instead acts neutrally by “protect[ing] the right against all comers.”

The focus on democracy in the majority (and concurring) opinions in Dobbs is consistent with the discourse among commentators who have justified the decision. For example, Helen Alvaré, Professor and Associate Dean at the Antonin Scalia Law School at George Mason University, referred to Dobbs as a “win for democracy.” Likewise, former Republican congressmember and current talk show host Trey Gowdy attacked President Biden’s critique of the Dobbs decision by stating that Dobbs had returned the issue to “state legislators and therefore, to the people and the ballot,” and asking “are the people not also capable of drawing a careful balance on a complex matter?” Attorney and Heritage Foundation staffer Hans von Spakovsky similarly argued that “Roe was one of the most anti-democratic court decisions in the past 100 years,” and that Dobbs had “upheld the democratic process” by leaving the decision up to “the people and their elected representatives.” He noted that liberal states like New York and California would likely make very different choices on abortion than conservative states like Mississippi and Texas. Further, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell celebrated the Dobbs decision by stating, “Now the American people get their voice back.” McConnell also argued that the decision allowed U.S. states to restrict abortions in ways similar to

41. See id. at 2333–35 (Breyer, Sotomayor & Kagan, JJ., dissenting).
42. Id. at 2328 (Breyer, Sotomayor & Kagan, JJ., dissenting).
46. Id.
those found in other Western democracies, such as “France or
Germany.”  

Some commentary celebrating Dobbs took a more complex view of
the decision’s democratic resonance. Professor Teresa Collett of the
University of St. Thomas noted that although “returning” the issue “to
the people . . . as a general rule is a good thing,” in this case “neither
side is really pleased with that outcome.” She also described Dobbs as
an “imperfect resolution” until anti-abortion legislators were able to pass
either federal legislation or a constitutional amendment banning abortion
nationwide.

II. DOBBS, GERRYMANDERING, AND DEMOCRATIC PROCESS FAILURES

The meanings of democracy in the Dobbs decision are deceptively
nuanced. On the surface, the claim is simple—the Court is, as Justice
Scalia argued in his dissent in Casey, taking itself “out of this area” and
leaving the issue to the “political forum.” The claim reduces, in a sense,
to Scalia’s argument for textualism—judicial self-restraint, with
democratic resolution as the default. Put that way, the framing is
formalist in nature—the democratic sphere is the default for the resolution
of conflicts in society. As the majority’s argument goes, since there is no
right to abortion in the U.S. Constitution, the issue is returned to the
“people,” without any representations about how the political process
will perform.

But this is not, we think, the only or even best way to characterize
the references to democracy in and around Dobbs. Democracy is not, in
this discourse, just a default or background condition for settling
disputes, it is a process with a set of characteristics that make those
results good or just. Justice Scalia, in Casey, referred to the advantages
posed by a “fair hearing and an honest fight.” Justice Kavanaugh’s
concurrence in Dobbs notes that in the process of “creating new rights,

48. See id.
49. See Kevin J. Jones, Why Dobbs is a Better Precedent Than Roe, CATH.
50. Id.
54. Casey, 505 U.S. at 1002 (Scalia, J., concurring in the judgment in part and
dissenting in part).
the Constitution directs the people to the various processes of democratic self-government contemplated by the Constitution—state legislation, state constitutional amendments, federal legislation, and federal constitutional amendments.” 55

In these statements, democracy is not simply a default or background condition. Rather, the justices are making a set of assumptions about the nature of the democratic process—minimally, a fair one, perhaps in a more maximalist way, in Justice Kavanaugh’s telling, a vibrant resort to processes of “democratic self-government.” 56 These assumptions, however, are deeply problematic when one considers the realities of democratic politics and representation in state legislatures, especially in states where abortion is currently most restricted. These include problems of formal and informal modes of disenfranchisement and pervasive patterns of partisan gerrymandering. 57 As Miriam Seifter has recently argued, state legislatures are often countermajoritarian institutions that are the least democratic branch of state government. 58

A. Democracy and Deep Dysfunction: The Problem of Partisan Gerrymandering

A partisan gerrymander refers to the practice of drawing district lines in legislative elections in ways that are designed to maximize the seats won by one party, at the expense of other parties. The literature on partisan gerrymandering—in both law and political science—is immense. We do not seek to fully summarize it here. But we do note a few important conclusions. The first is that political actors, aided by new technology, have become “better” at partisan gerrymandering in recent cycles. 59 That is, they have become better at drawing gerrymanders that maximize gains while minimizing risks to the party conducting the gerrymander.

Second, gerrymandering in the last two cycles has raised concerns about asymmetry, with Republicans benefitting more than Democrats. There is little question about this in the prior cycle (sparked by the 2010 census), where Republicans used their unified control over a number of

55. Dobbs, 142 S. Ct. at 2306 (Kavanaugh, J., concurring).
56. Id.
57. See Murray & Shaw, supra note 10 (manuscript at 48–56).
right-wing and swing states to instantiate aggressive partisan gerrymanders. Coupled with other voting measures with debated effects on partisan turnout, the aggressive gerrymanders of the 2010 cycle raised concerns that Republicans were tilting the electoral playing field heavily in their favor, essentially making outcomes in many states (and nationally) less responsive to popular will.

The redistricting that followed the 2020 census was somewhat more even, as Democrats were in a slightly stronger position to gerrymander some states themselves and to limit Republican gerrymandering of some swing states. In Michigan, for example, Democrats leveraged control of the governorship to limit partisan gerrymandering. But in other states, such as Ohio, Georgia, and Texas, the new gerrymander remains as or more extreme than the previous one.

60. See Laura Royden & Michael Li, Brennan Ctr. for Just., Extreme Maps 1–2 (2017), https://www.brennancenter.org/media/245/download [https://perma.cc/JVM5-E2MN] (finding that this decade’s maps are “consistently biased in favor of Republicans,” and that this is closely linked to “single-party control of the redistricting process”).


A third point is about the effects of partisan gerrymandering. Political science scholarship finds that an increase in measures of gerrymandering in state legislatures is associated with significant shifts in the identity of the median legislator and policy outcomes. In other words, gerrymandering has an important impact on both the composition of state legislatures and on the outcomes produced by those legislatures.

Empirically, high levels of partisan gerrymandering are often correlated with draconian—and anti-majoritarian—restrictions on access to abortion. There is legitimate debate about how levels of gerrymandering should be judged, especially in a system such as the U.S. that does not rely on proportional representation. But there are various attempts to measure the extent of the problem. On one of these measures, as Table 1 shows, the vast majority of states that have total or near total bans on access to abortion also have laws governing redistricting processes that create an “extreme” or “high” risk of partisan gerrymandering.

in Four States Were Ruled Illegal Gerrymanders. They’re Being Used Anyways, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 8, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/08/us/elections/gerrymandering-maps-elections-republicans.html (“[J]udges in Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana and Ohio have found that Republican legislators illegally drew those states’ congressional maps along racial or partisan lines, . . . [b]ut . . . all four states are using the rejected maps . . . .”); Eric Griffey, A Brief History of Texas Gerrymandering, SPECTRUM NEWS 1 (Oct. 14, 2022, 2:25 PM), https://spectrumlocalnews.com/tx/south-texas-el-paso/election/2020/10/06/a-brief-history-of-texas-gerrymandering- (“A seven-year legal battle over Texas’s legislative maps largely ended in May when the Supreme Court rejected almost all claims that Republican lawmakers in the state had drawn electoral districts to intentionally dilute minority voters’ influence . . . .”).

65. See, e.g., Devin Caughey, Chris Tausanovitch & Christoper Warshaw, Partisan Gerrymandering and the Political Process: Effects on Roll-Call Voting and State Policies, 16 ELECTION L.J. 453, 455 (2017) (finding that a one standard deviation shift in a measure of gerrymandering has a bigger impact on policy than a change in the party of the state’s governor).


67. See Rucho v. Common Cause, 139 S. Ct. 2484, 2507 (2019) (“We have never struck down a partisan gerrymander as unconstitutional—despite various requests over the past 45 years.”).

gerrymandering, based on who draws maps, how they are drawn, and how they may be challenged in state courts. Thirty-five of fifty states are in those categories nationally, and nineteen of twenty-three in the sample of states with significant abortion restrictions or prohibitions.

Of the four states with significant abortion restrictions whose processes create a lower risk of gerrymandering, Idaho and Arizona have longstanding independent commissions.\textsuperscript{69} Ohio and Michigan passed very recent reforms to their redistricting processes that were not in effect for the last cycle, where Republicans carried out aggressive gerrymanders.\textsuperscript{70} Ohio nonetheless ended up with an egregious set of gerrymandered maps that were used in the 2022 election, despite the new process and state Supreme Court decisions holding the gerrymanders to be unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{71}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Abortion Bans and Threat of Partisan Gerrymandering by State.}
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
State & Abortion ban & Gerrymandering threat level rating\textsuperscript{2} \\
\hline
Alabama & Yes (near total)\textsuperscript{73} & Extreme (5) \\
\hline
Arizona & Pre-Roe total ban currently blocked but may revive, pending legal proceedings\textsuperscript{74} & Minimal (1) \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{69} See Idaho, \textsc{All About Redistricting}, https://redistricting.lls.edu/state/idaho/?cycle=2020&level=Congress&startdate=2021-11-12 [https://perma.cc/QBB7-YULR]; Arizona, \textsc{All About Redistricting}, https://redistricting.lls.edu/state/arizona/ [https://perma.cc/T2U7-KDEY].


\textsuperscript{71} Redistricting Report Card: Ohio, supra note 64 (grading partisan fairness in Ohio electoral maps as “F”).

\textsuperscript{72} \textsc{Gerrymandering Threat Index}, supra note 68, at 10–11 (ranking states by gerrymandering threat levels using a 1–5 scale).

\textsuperscript{73} \textsc{Ala. Code} § 26-23H-4 (2023).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Abortion ban</th>
<th>Gerrymandering threat level rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Yes (near total)³⁵</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Yes (gestational ban post-6 weeks passed after <em>Dobbs</em>, pending state supreme court decision)³⁶</td>
<td>High (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Yes (gestational ban post-6 weeks)³⁷</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Yes (near total)³⁸</td>
<td>Minimal (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>New near total ban passed after <em>Dobbs</em>³⁹</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Yes (total ban)⁴⁰</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Yes (near total)⁴¹</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Pre-<em>Roe</em> total ban reversed by Nov. 2022 ballot initiative⁴²</td>
<td>Minimal (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


82. 2023 Mich. Pub. Acts 2 (repealing *Mich. Comp. Laws* §§ 750.14-.15 (1931)). *But see* *Mich. Comp. Laws* § 750.232 (2023) (“Any person who shall administer to any woman pregnant with a quick child any medicine, drug or substance whatever, or shall use or employ any instrument or other means, with intent thereby to destroy such
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Abortion ban</th>
<th>Gerrymandering threat level rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Yes (near total)</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>Yes (near total)</td>
<td>High (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>Yes (near total)</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Gestational ban post-6 weeks, under temporary injunction</td>
<td>Lower (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Yes (near total)</td>
<td>High (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>Gestational ban post-6 weeks invalidated by state Supreme Court, reissued</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>Yes (near total)</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Yes (total ban)</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Yes (civil penalties, with near total ban trigger law recently taking effect)</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

child . . . shall, in case the death of such child or of such mother be thereby produced, be guilty of manslaughter.”).  
89. S.D. Codified Laws § 22-17-5.1 (2023).  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Abortion ban</th>
<th>Gerrymandering threat level rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Yes (total ban, temporarily blocked by injunction)(^2)</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>Yes (new near-total ban passed in September 2022)(^3)</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Yes (near total)(^4)</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Yes (near total)(^5)</td>
<td>Extreme (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 is somewhat suggestive, but we do not want to push the correlation too far. The threat measure is a measure of the risks posed by a state’s legal system of a gerrymandered outcome; it does not measure the severity of gerrymandering directly, which changes cycle to cycle. As well, as we explain in more detail in the next Part, gerrymandering may interact with several different factors to produce distorted outcomes. In some cases, a gerrymandered legislature may have produced a recent restriction; in others, a gerrymandered legislature may inhibit change from a status quo that already includes such a restriction, or both. Finally, our point is not that majority support for banning abortion is necessarily lacking across all the states in which it is currently banned: in some very right-wing states, there may be such a majority. But as we explain below, polling certainly suggests that the restrictions that Dobbs revived in many states are unpopular.

### B. Implications for the Court and Judicial Review

What does this mean for the Court’s decision in Dobbs, or the role of the Court more generally? At the very least, it suggests that if the


Court is to reconsider *Casey*, it should also reconsider other recent
decisions, such as *Ruvo v. Common Cause*, which declined to impose
constitutional limits on the scope for partisan gerrymandering in
congressional and state legislative redistricting processes.

Doing so would help clear the “channels of political change,” in
ways that would increase the actual legitimacy of decision making by
state legislatures on these questions. And it would allow us to get a
better sense of how, and to what extent, state majority attitudes differ
from national majority opinion. It would also accord with the classic
understanding of judicial review as representation-reinforcing, or
process-based theories of judicial review.

Gerrymandering, to be clear, is an across-the-board problem with
political process—it may impact policy outcomes across a very wide
range of issues. But we think the salience of gerrymandering to judicial
review should increase in areas, like this one, where there are significant
liberty and equality implications, and where the Court had previously
recognized a fundamental right.

The most well-known account of process theory is that developed
by John Hart Ely in *Democracy and Distrust*, drawing off *Carolene
Products*’s famous Footnote 4, which stated that courts might have to
take representation reinforcement measures to aid “discrete and insular”
minorities and clear the channels of political change.

As noted above, the Court in *Dobbs* explicitly invoked Ely’s ideas.
The reference is oddly placed, at a point of the opinion where
the majority is rejecting the idea that reliance interests should prevent
*Roe* from being overturned. But the majority nonetheless relies on Ely-
like reasoning to discard the idea that women are a “discrete and insular
minority” in need of protection by the judiciary, as support for its core

96. 139 S. Ct. 2484 (2019).
97. *See id.* at 2506–07. *See also Theunis Roux, What Does the US Supreme
Court’s Decision in Dobbs Tell Us About the Virtues of Australia’s Approach to
Protecting Fundamental Rights?* AUSTRALIAN PUB. L., (Jul 4. 2022),
https://www.auspublaw.org/blog/2022/07/what-does-the-us-supreme-courts-decision-
dobbs-tell-us-about-the-virtues-of-australias-approach-to-protecting-fundamental-rights
[https://perma.cc/2AUJ-4TLD] (“The glow of the *Dobbs* majority’s democratic-
credentials-burnishing, in other words, is somewhat dulled by the recognition that, in the
case of many Republican-controlled states, the regulation of abortion is only debatably
being returned to ‘the people’ for decision.”).
98. *See DEMOCRACY AND DISTRUST, supra* note 14, at 172; *United States v.
99. 304 U.S. 144.
100. *Id.* at 153 n.4.
101. *Murray & Shaw, supra* note 10 (manuscript at 69).
(2022).
proposition that Roe should be overturned. Instead, the majority argues that women have significant political power because they make up more than half of voters in most elections. The majority envisions a process in which women on “both sides” will be able to influence the legislative process in numerous ways, including “lobbying . . . voting, and running for office.” In other words, the majority again envisions a “fair fight.” It reaches this conclusion by emphasizing only one piece of a well-functioning political process (the absence of a “discrete and insular” minority) while ignoring several other key aspects of such a process.

A similar claim was embedded in Ely’s own critique of Roe. In a comment on Roe in 1973, Ely articulated what he saw as errors in the majority’s reasoning, arguing that the right could not be derived from standard modes of interpretation—text, original intent, structure, or values. He then briefly discussed Carolene Products, arguing that judicial protection should be “reserved for those interests which, as compared with the interests to which they have been subordinated, constitute minorities unusually incapable of protecting themselves” in the political sphere. Ely argued that “[c]ompared with men, women may constitute such a ‘minority’; compared with the unborn, they do not.”

Ely returned to the issue in Democracy and Distrust. Here he stated that classifications based on sex were difficult applications of his theory. He raised both statistical points similar to those suggested by the majority in Dobbs, as well as sociological arguments to cast doubt on a classification as a “discrete and insular minority.” Nonetheless, he also noted obvious historical justifications in favor of such classification, including longstanding prohibitions in voting and political participation rights. Ultimately, Ely hedges a bit, arguing that historical classifications should be reviewed with great scrutiny, but expressing more skepticism about judicial intervention of contemporary laws. He argued that Roe is difficult to “defend in process terms,” because “the

103. See id. at 2277.
104. Id.
105. Id.
106. See Murray & Shaw, supra note 10 (manuscript at 68–69).
108. Id. at 934.
109. Id. at 934–35.
110. See DEMOCRACY AND DISTRUST, supra note 14, at 164–70.
111. See id.
112. See id. at 164–67 (acknowledging that “there remains something that seems right in the claim that women have been operating at an unfair disadvantage in the political process”).
113. See id. at 169.
genuine source of trouble in the abortion context is not that the issue is peculiarly unsuited to democratic decision but rather that democratic decision quite consistently generates value choices with which many of us, myself included, rather fervently disagree.\textsuperscript{114}

The issue is more complex than either Ely’s analyses or the Court’s brief political process analysis in Dobbs would imply. It is true that women do not readily meet the description of a “discrete and insular minority.”\textsuperscript{115} But the limitations on the scope of equal protection implied by Ely’s theory have been subject to criticism.\textsuperscript{116}

Not all groups that experience social, economic and political disadvantage are statistical minorities. Women have long been subject to constraining social role expectations, legal and economic discrimination, and political disenfranchisement, even while being a statistical majority in many countries.\textsuperscript{117} Not every historically disadvantaged or subordinated group is politically powerless or isolated: women in many countries again have important electoral influence. LGBTQIA+ activists have formed powerful coalitions with other civil rights groups. Older voters and those with disabilities have formed similar electoral coalitions. But this does not erase the fact that gender, sexuality, age, and disability remain potential sites of ongoing exclusion and disadvantage, and social stigma or unfair stereotyping.\textsuperscript{118}

There is also a close relationship between access to abortion and promoting social, economic, and political inclusion and equality for women.\textsuperscript{119} Without access to abortion, women will have limited choice.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure.png}
\caption{Graph showing the relationship between access to abortion and promoting social, economic, and political inclusion and equality for women.}
\end{figure}
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but to play the role of mother and caregiver. They will often face significant additional obstacles in engaging in paid employment and be limited in their capacity to plan and seek out electoral office. Limiting decisional autonomy in this context undermines a claim to equal dignity, including the dignity of making decisions about one’s own body, health, and life-path. It further requires pregnant people to engage in an extremely intensive and invasive form of bodily labor. In a broader vein, NeJaime and Siegel have recently argued that Ely misunderstood the Supreme Court’s modern substantive due process jurisprudence. They argue that properly understood, the broad sweep of this jurisprudence is consistent with Carolene Products’ focus on democratic rights of minorities, who are often asserting these rights at the grassroots via social movements in ways that prove to be deeply democracy-promoting.

Drawing off of Carolene Products, Ely in Democracy and Distrust famously identified two sources of democratic dysfunction: first, the tendency for legislative majorities to overlook the interests of discrete and insular minorities; and second, the tendency of majorities to entrench themselves by clogging up the channels of political change. The majority’s analysis in Dobbs touches on the first argument, but it says nothing about the second, which deals with problems of political self-entrenchment that make elections fundamentally unfair as tests of popular will.

Ely’s own analysis suggested that Roe could not be defended on the self-entrenchment prong of political process theory either. But Ely was
writing around the time *Roe* was decided. Changes in the U.S. political system have made self-entrenchment a more significant problem, in part due to the Court’s own jurisprudence.

Across a series of cases, the Supreme Court was asked to adjudicate claims that extreme partisan gerrymanders violated the Constitution; in each case, the Court declined to hold the gerrymander unconstitutional, generally citing justiciability concerns such as standing or the political question doctrine.\(^{126}\) In the 2019 *Rucho* opinion, the Court finally ruled conclusively that partisan gerrymandering claims were political questions that fell outside judicial competence.\(^{127}\) They made these rulings despite valiant efforts by plaintiffs to find a manageable standard for adjudication.\(^{128}\) There is also concern that the Supreme Court may be retreating from its position to adjudicate racial gerrymandering under the U.S. Constitution and the Voting Rights Act, further limiting its willingness to police this area.\(^{129}\)

The majority in *Rucho* suggested there were other avenues through which partisan gerrymandering could be dealt with, thus rendering federal judicial intervention less necessary.\(^{130}\) Yet this reasoning flies in the face of the reality of redistricting practice. While the federal government has considerable power over districting in elections,\(^{131}\) this power has largely lain dormant and its exact contours are unclear.\(^{132}\) At the state level, state constitutions, state courts, and independent redistricting commissions form another potential layer of relief, although they are scattered and deployed unevenly across states.\(^{133}\)


\(^{130}\) *See Rucho*, 139 S. Ct. at 2507–08.

\(^{131}\) *See* U.S. CONST. art. I, § 4, cl. 1.


\(^{133}\) As a particularly bizarre example, in 2022, the Ohio Supreme Court twice ruled state legislative maps to be illegal partisan gerrymanders under the state constitution, but because of closeness to the election, a federal court held that they should be used in the 2022 midterm elections anyway. *Federal Court Implements Statehouse Maps Twice Declared Unconstitutional by Ohio Supreme Court*, OHIO CAP. J., (May 27, 2022, 5:40 PM), https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2022/05/27/federal-court-implements-
In other words, the Court’s actions on other issues dealing more directly with the democratic process work against the celebratory democracy-based reasoning the Court relied on in *Dobbs*. Put more bluntly, the question is: what kind of democracy is the Court returning the issue of abortion to?

**III. BEYOND ELY: BROADER SOURCES OF DEMOCRATIC DYSFUNCTION**

A recent spate of neo-Elyian work, much of it comparative, has identified a broader range of forms of democratic dysfunction, demonstrating how Ely’s analysis did not actually capture all of the ways in which democracy might fail.\(^{134}\) One of us has referred to in prior work to democratic “blind spots” and “burdens of inertia” as two factors that commonly undermine the responsiveness of political decision-making.\(^{135}\) Both are significant problems in the abortion context.

Legislative blind spots arise where legislators do not foresee the full range of ways in which laws may affect constitutional rights or interests, where they fail to appreciate the experiences or perspectives of those most directly affected by laws, or where they fail to see opportunities for accommodating rights or interests at little cost to the relevant legislative objective.\(^{136}\) These blind spots may result from a number of different factors, including time constraints, constraints on representativeness and foresight, and limits on expertise.\(^{137}\)

Burdens of inertia refer to situations where legislative decision making fails to adjust to popular will because legislation is not updated.\(^{138}\) Inertia can arise as a result of competing legislative priorities, which causes some issues to be deprioritized.\(^{139}\) Or, it can stem from issues that divide political parties in ways that give them an incentive to avoid
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\(^{135}\) See *Dixon*, supra note 17, at 2.

\(^{136}\) *Id.* at 82–83. Dixon calls these blind spots of “application,” “perspective,” and “accommodation,” respectively. *Id.*

\(^{137}\) *Id.* at 87.

\(^{138}\) *See id.* at 87.

\(^{139}\) *Id.* at 84. *See Calabresi*, supra note 18, at 127 (“Leaving the same law undisturbed may, instead, mean that the dubious parts of the statute will only be reviewed if a strong inertial burden is overcome.”).
Confronting those issues.\textsuperscript{140} Inertia in the legislative branch can also compound sources of bureaucratic inertia, which undermine the capacity of the state to deliver on commitments to constitutional and legal rights.\textsuperscript{141}

In this Part we examine two sources of democratic dysfunction that have particular bite in the abortion context. In different ways, the Court contributed to each of these problems. First, we highlight the problem of old laws in the abortion context: the \textit{Dobbs} decision resulted in the potential revival of statutes that predated \textit{Roe}. Second, we highlight the problem of messaging bills passed while the \textit{Roe} regime was in effect without a clear intent of going into effect, but which are now likewise operational because of \textit{Dobbs}.

\textbf{A. Old Laws and Inertia}

Some of the state laws that currently threaten to limit access to abortion are very old laws that remain on the books, and that \textit{Dobbs} may have revived.\textsuperscript{142} Consider a few examples. In Wisconsin, a statute dating from before the mid-nineteenth century may have been revived by the \textit{Dobbs} decision. The statute provides that “[a]ny person, other than the mother, who intentionally destroys the life of an unborn child” is guilty of a felony.\textsuperscript{143} The law makes no exception, other than for a “therapeutic abortion” that is “necessary . . . to save the life of the mother.”\textsuperscript{144} In 1849, the law initially criminalized abortion after “quick[ening],”\textsuperscript{145} but in 1858 it was revised to include all abortions, although it penalized abortion after “quickening” more harshly.\textsuperscript{146}

In the mid- to late nineteenth century, these laws reflected the most common approach nationally—a prohibition on all abortions, with an exception only to save the life of the mother.\textsuperscript{147} The common law
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reference to "quickening" was also abandoned in virtually all states.\textsuperscript{148} Over time, a relative equilibrium developed where these laws often remained on the books but were rarely enforced, and doctors were permitted to make liberal use of the therapeutic exception.\textsuperscript{149} Abortion was relatively common nationally.\textsuperscript{150} Some legislative reform activity occurred in the 1960s, but these efforts were effectively superseded by \textit{Roe} itself.\textsuperscript{151}

In Wisconsin, the legislature has also enacted several new laws bearing on abortion since \textit{Roe}. A 1985 law criminalized abortion after the point of "viability," with exceptions for the "life or health" of the woman involved.\textsuperscript{152} Another law prohibits abortion after twenty weeks (where the law assumes the fetus is "capable of experiencing pain"), but with an exception for "medical emergency."\textsuperscript{153} There are also Wisconsin laws on the books requiring that doctors performing abortions have admitting privileges to a hospital within thirty miles, as well as requiring a mandatory waiting period of twenty-four hours before the abortion can be obtained in most cases.\textsuperscript{154}

The nineteenth century Wisconsin law banning virtually all abortions sits uneasily—indeed bizarrely—with any reasonable measure of contemporary popular will. Even in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, it should be read in light of common national patterns forbearing from enforcement. The series of laws passed since \textit{Roe} also suggest a very different orientation towards abortion, albeit one influenced by the existence of \textit{Roe} itself. Whether the law will ultimately be revived to prohibit abortion within Wisconsin is unclear, since the state’s Democratic Attorney General, and others, have brought a lawsuit seeking it declared unenforceable because of its conflict with the more recent laws.\textsuperscript{155} But the mere possibility of revival of a law written in a

\textsuperscript{148} See id. ("By the end of the nineteenth century, every state had criminalized abortion by statute and, with three exceptions, had prohibited it during all phases of pregnancy.").

\textsuperscript{149} See id. at 1795.

\textsuperscript{150} See, e.g., MARK A. GRABER, RETHINKING ABORTION: EQUAL CHOICE, THE CONSTITUTION, AND REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS 42 (1996) (citing estimates that at least one in five pregnancies ended in abortion between 1900 and 1970).

\textsuperscript{151} See Buell, supra note 21, at 1796–99.


completely different historical context—one rendered unenforceable for fifty years because of *Roe* itself—is startling.

If the courts do not block enforcement of the nineteenth-century prohibition, legislative action appears unlikely. Wisconsin government is divided between a Republican state legislature (both chambers) and a Democratic governor.\textsuperscript{156} The gubernatorial administration is challenging implementation of the old law, while the Republican legislative leaders are the defendants in the lawsuit asking that the law be held unenforceable.\textsuperscript{157} The Speaker of the House, Robin Vos, has said that he would defend the nineteenth century law, and that new legislation to add exceptions for rape and incest were unlikely, although he personally supported those exceptions.\textsuperscript{158} A report by the Schwarzenegger Institute for State and Global Policy at the University of Southern California found that the Wisconsin state legislature is the second worst gerrymander in the United States during the current cycle.\textsuperscript{159} It noted that in 2018, Republicans won only 44.7\% of the vote, but nonetheless won 64.6\% of seats in the lower house of the state legislature.\textsuperscript{160} In a recent poll, 58\% of Wisconsin residents said that abortion should be legal in all or most cases, while only 11\% believed it should be illegal in all cases.\textsuperscript{161}

The situation in Wisconsin is not an anomaly. Eight other states also had pre-*Roe* abortion bans on the books that were not repealed by the
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time Dobbs was issued: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Michigan, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Texas, and West Virginia. These laws are generally written in a similar way to the Wisconsin law, containing only an exception for the life of the mother. This was, as noted above, the standard abortion law in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, although it was usually paired with patterns of forbearance from enforcement.

In Michigan, a 1931 law with this shape was temporarily enjoined by a state trial judge, but the state legislature sought to appeal that decision. Additionally, several county prosecutors said they were not bound by the decision and would bring charges under the law anyway. As in Wisconsin, the governor sought to prevent the ban from coming into effect, while state legislative leaders led the charge to defend the 1931 law, including by intervening and seeking to file an appeal against the temporary injunction. Like Wisconsin, Michigan’s state legislative gerrymander has been rated by the Schwarzenegger Institute as one of the worst in the country—the fourth most egregious, with Republicans winning majorities in both houses in 2018 despite winning less than forty-eight percent of the vote. However, as we analyze below, in Michigan the popular initiative procedure ultimately served as a corrective: in November 2022, voters decisively approved an amendment putting abortion rights into the state constitution, thus mooting the 1931 law.

164. See Buell, supra note 21.
In Arizona, a very similar prohibition that dates from at least 1901 (before Arizona was a state) had been enjoined since shortly after Roe came down, but the Republican Attorney General of the state, Mark Brnovich, brought suit to revive it. A key question is whether a March 2022 law banning abortions after fifteen weeks superseded the 1901 law. Other Republican elected officials in the state have disputed the attorney general’s interpretation. One poll found that most voters opposed reinstatement of the 1901 law; other polls have found that a near majority of voters in Arizona want abortion to be legal in all or most cases. In December 2022, the intermediate Arizona appellate court held that the criminal prohibitions in the 1901 law could not be enforced because of the intervening legislative developments, effectively making the fifteen-week ban the law in Arizona.

Unlike Wisconsin, Michigan, and Arizona, which are swing states, Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Texas, and West Virginia are right-wing states (to varying degrees) and are all under unified Republican control. In these states, laws that appear to totally ban abortion from the moment of conception, with exceptions only for the life of the mother, have faced varying fates in the courts. Several of these laws may have relatively little practical effect, since they have been
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173. See Associated Press, supra note 171.


175. In a 2014 Pew Research poll, 49% of Arizonans thought abortion should be legal in all or most cases, while 46% thought it should be illegal in all or most cases. https://www.pewresearch.org/religion/religious-landscape-study/state/arizona/views-about-abortion/ [https://perma.cc/BTP7-BKZ5].


superseded by so-called “trigger laws” passed since Roe.\textsuperscript{179} In Alabama, for example, a pre-Roe prohibition remains in effect, but the state also has a 2019 trigger law that similarly bans virtually all abortions from the moment of conception, although with a slightly broader list of exceptions.\textsuperscript{180} In Oklahoma, a 1910 law went back into effect after \textit{Dobbs} but was superseded in August 2022 by a similar ban passed earlier that year.\textsuperscript{181}

One key question is why so many pre-Roe abortion bans were never repealed in the 1970s, after the decision constitutionalizing a right to abortion came down. It is likely that in some cases, this can be explained by priority-driven legislative inertia: repealing inoperative laws was not seen as taking priority over more pressing legislative priorities.\textsuperscript{182} Addiontally, non-repeal may be understood as reflecting potential blind spots of application: no legislator at the time may have foreseen a day when Roe would be completely overturned, such that these old laws would be fully revived.

At present, the more pressing question is the fate of these prohibitions. If legislative change were frictionless and state political systems perfectly functioning, there would be little need to worry—bans would be swiftly adjusted to something closer to contemporary popular will. But this is not the world we live in. Prospects for rapid legislative change would probably be highest in blue states under unified Democratic control; in such states it seems quite unlikely that pre-Roe bans would long survive, should their revival be attempted at all. But note that no such laws exist in deep blue states. In states under divided government, like Wisconsin, prospects for short-term legislative change in any direction seem limited, so the settlement of the status quo is likely to prove very important. In these states, the fate of state-level adjudication establishing the fate of these very old laws is likely to prove extremely important, and strangely may be more significant than shifts in

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{182}{See Buell, \textit{supra} note 21, at 1806–08.}
\end{footnotes}
contemporary popular opinion. From the limited evidence so far, state courts often seem wary of allowing pre-\textit{Roe} laws to revive,\footnote{See Shefali Luthra, \textit{Pre-Roe Abortion Bans Are Cutting Off Access—Even Laws That Aren’t Supposed to Be in Effect}, THE 19TH (July 6, 2022, 5:00 AM), https://19thnews.org/2022/07/abortion-bans-before-roe-confusion-restricted-access/ [https://perma.cc/D9ZT-TRQG] (“In Michigan, a state court has temporarily blocked its pre-Roe bans. Arizona’s pre-Roe ban was blocked by a court.”).} but the issues are shrouded in a welter of state specific doctrines and interpretations.

The battle over revival of these very old laws is based on a hodgepodge of doctrines based largely on state, rather than federal, law. Concepts like desuetude, and the interpretation of the old laws in light of newer ones, are playing out in state courts. The deployment of these doctrines, and their interaction with politics, suffers from a kind of randomness, depending on details of institutional design. In Wisconsin, for example, Democrats won a statewide 2023 election to gain control of the state supreme court for the first time in years, largely off of the abortion issue.\footnote{Sara Burnett, Todd Richmond & Harm Venhuizen, \textit{Abortion Drives Liberal’s Win in Wisconsin Election}, AP (Apr. 5, 2023, 3:54 PM), https://apnews.com/article/wisconsin-supreme-court-election-150afe90d311e9fef2209d5f1e4 [https://perma.cc/3XYC-3PX8].} This in turn greatly lessens the chance of the old law going back into effect. But the availability of these chances for democratic input depends heavily on the details of context—for example, the length of judicial terms, and even the existence of elections for state supreme court justices.

\textit{B. Messaging Bills: Blind Spots and Inertia}

The prior section noted that one effect of \textit{Dobbs} was to restore pre-\textit{Roe} laws in some states. In addition, of course, many states passed laws dealing with abortion after \textit{Roe} went into effect. Some of these laws were intended to test the limits of permissible regulation, which became particularly important after \textit{Casey} developed the “undue burden” standard,\footnote{Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania \textit{v. Casey}, 505 U.S. 833, 878–79 (1992).} which left significant uncertainty in the scope of permissible restrictions on abortion that fell short of prohibitions. Legislatures and courts wrestled with questions of whether provisions like waiting periods, ultrasound requirements, hospital admission requirements, and many other kinds of regulations were permissible.\footnote{See, e.g., Lauren Paulk, \textit{What Is an “Undue Burden”? The Casey Standard as Applied to Informed Consent Provisions}, 20 UCLA WOMEN’S L.J. 71 (2013); Gillian E. Metzger, \textit{Unburdening the Undue Burden Standard: Orienting Casey in Constitutional}
State legislatures also passed many restrictions that were in evident contradiction with the *Roe* and *Casey* regimes. Legislators passing these laws knew that they were likely to get struck down, but they passed them anyway to send a message to groups and voters affiliated with the anti-abortion movement. In doing so, they engaged in a classic example of what Tushnet has called the “judicial overhang”—the tendency of political bodies to pass unconstitutional laws (or parts of laws) despite, and sometimes because, they know that the courts will likely later strike down the bill on constitutional review.  

Yet when *Dobbs* was issued, these laws indeed took effect. This creates a complex problem of democratic will. The kinds of laws that legislators will pass, and voters will tolerate, as messaging bills may look very different from the kinds of bills that would get passed if it was widely understood that they would turn into actual, functioning legislation. In passing messaging bills virtually certain to get struck down, legislators could afford to play a game where they curried favor with anti-abortion activists and voters with intense preferences, while limiting damage to other groups who were paying less close attention because they understood that the constitutional right enshrined in *Roe* was intact. The danger is that state legislatures would pass more draconian measures than they otherwise would, thinking that these laws would stand as symbols but would never take concrete effect.

There is no exact demarcation between what we have called a messaging bill and legislation seriously intended to take effect. In some cases, the line between an attempt to test *Casey*’s undue burden standard and an attempt to pass a law that political officials understood was very likely to be struck down is murky. There is also a temporal dimension to the problem—in recent history the likelihood of *Roe* being reversed became so high that anti-abortion legislation could only be understood as a serious attempt to impact public policy. It is difficult to pinpoint this date exactly, but one key moment was the death of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg and her replacement with Justice Amy Coney Barrett in late 2020.  

Even then, the fate of *Roe* was not completely clear, and both
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oral arguments in the *Dobbs* case in December 2021 and the leak of the draft opinion in May 2022 were also significant markers.\(^\text{189}\)

Without pinpointing the line with exact precision, it is sufficient to note that at least some laws in this area were passed without there being a clear sense that they would ever go into effect. Nor do we think that the common legislative approach of enacting so-called “trigger laws,” which made clear that a law would go into effect with *Roe*’s reversal, really resolves the problem. These laws make clear a legislative intent—at the time of enactment—to take effect in the event that *Roe* were to be overturned, but they tell us nothing about the intent of legislators or voters as to whether and when they actually expected *Roe* to be overturned.

Around 2018 and 2019, many Republican states introduced, and some passed, bills that banned most abortions after a fetal heartbeat is detected on an ultrasound, which usually occurs after about five or six weeks of pregnancy, before many women know they are pregnant.\(^\text{190}\) The bills were inevitably struck down, and a 2019 article noted that not one of these bills had actually gone into effect.\(^\text{191}\) Steven Aden, the general counsel for the anti-abortion group Americans United for Life, noted that the court decisions striking down these laws were “predictable” but that the bills nonetheless demonstrated a “commitment to life” and served as an educational tool to “teach everyone that there is a beating heart at very early stages” of pregnancy.\(^\text{192}\) These bills went into effect in 2022 after *Dobbs* was issued.

For example, in 2019 the Ohio legislature passed, and the governor signed, a fetal heartbeat bill, which only includes an exception after that point for a “serious risk of the substantial and irreversible impairment of


\(^{192}\) Id.
a major bodily function of the pregnant woman.”

When Ohio passed this law, virtually identical laws had already been struck down in other states, and the head of the Ohio ACLU stated that the law was “blatantly unconstitutional.” The prior governor (John Kasich) had twice vetoed such laws, arguing in part that they would be expensive to defend and would have little chance of standing up in court. During a previous attempt to pass such a law in 2016 (which was vetoed), the president of Ohio Right to Life himself said that the bill was likely to be struck down and it was better to take an “incremental” approach; a Republican state senator noted that the bill “demonstrates our commitment to protecting the children of Ohio at every stage of life.” Indeed, the 2019 bill was blocked by a federal judge before it ever went into effect, although the injunction was lifted after Dobbs.

Georgia is a similar story: in May 2019, the state legislature passed a fetal heartbeat bill that was widely expected to be struck down, and indeed was enjoined before ever going into effect. Upon signing the bill, the state’s governor, Brian Kemp, acknowledged that the law would face stiff legal challenges but also called the bill “a declaration that all life has value.” In effect, he acknowledged that the will was designed to have symbolic not practical effect, yet this practical effect is exactly what the legislation now has, post Dobbs.

---
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A final example is the Texas Heartbeat Act, passed in May 2021. The bill likewise prohibits abortion at any time after a fetal heartbeat is detected. However, it became most noteworthy for its unusual enforcement scheme, which relied on private actors to bring civil lawsuits, rather than state or criminal enforcement, and which allowed those private actors to collect statutory damages of $10,000 per abortion. Observers noted that the bill was carefully structured to evade judicial review, a difficulty that played out as challenges to the law were actually brought. The statute also provided that Texas had never appealed its draconian 1925 ban on abortion, which like other statutes of the same era, contained only an exception for the life of the mother. Further, it provided that in the event the law were enjoined, providers could still be sued later in the event the injunction were overturned.

The environment in which the Texas law was passed is a complex one. By 2021, with Justice Barrett having arrived on the Court, there was a sense among anti-abortion groups that the time might be ripe to reverse Roe v. Wade. At the same time, the evasive enforcement procedures themselves seem to suggest that backers had significant doubts about eventual judicial rulings on the merits of the legislation, and that they had structured the bill to delay those adjudications and to maximize the chilling effect of the law while it remained in effect. The bizarre nature of the enforcement mechanisms themselves seem to raise questions about whether they were ever actually intended to be implemented, as opposed to simply having a chilling effect on abortion providers and causing chaos until challenges were resolved.

The heartbeat bill was joined by another 2021 bill, a so-called “trigger law” scheduled to take affect if Roe was overturned and which bans all abortion with the exception of those performed under circumstances where the mother is at risk of death or “serious risk of substantial impairment of a major bodily function.” That law provides

---
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criminal penalties for abortion as well as a $100,000 civil penalty. 209 A June 2022 poll found that only thirty-seven percent of Texas voters supported the state’s trigger law, with fifty-four percent opposed. 210

We do not suggest that unpopular bills will never pass in a democracy—obviously in some circumstances a concentrated minority that feels strongly about an issue can (and perhaps should) be able to push through legislation. 211 But the magnitude of the gap does suggest to us that in part these bills were passed precisely because they were not in effect at the time they were issued.

Again, now that Dobbs has been issued, legislative inertia may become a key problem. The positions staked out in the Ohio, Georgia, and Texas bills, and others like them, seem unlikely to face at least rapid backtracking, even if they may not have been enacted as a matter of first instance in the post-Dobbs political climate. Legislative actors in Texas have suggested that, rather than paring back existing legislation, they would expand it. 212 This may reflect the way that abortion prohibitions interact with internal Republican politics. Once broad bans like this are in place, they seem difficult for Republican-held institutions to roll back, for fear of angering base voters and facing primary challenges.

The effects of blind spots and inertia are also amplified by problems of gerrymandering. In Ohio, a June 2022 poll found that 53% of Ohio voters wanted to protect abortion rights in the state, while 39% wanted restrictions on abortion. 213 In a poll issued just over a year after the heartbeat law had been passed, a similar 51.3% to 38.4% majority believed abortion should be legal all or most of the time. 214 Perhaps some
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of the reason for this mismatch, again, stemmed from gerrymandering: the Ohio state legislature was the sixth most egregious gerrymander in the United States in the prior cycle, according to the Schwarzenegger Institute report, with Republicans winning 58.8% percent of seats in the state Senate despite taking only 47.2% percent of votes in 2018.\textsuperscript{215} The maps used in the 2022 election are also severe partisan gerrymanders in favor of Republicans, particularly in the lower chamber.\textsuperscript{216}

In Georgia, a recent poll, taken in July 2022 after the measure had been revived by a federal appellate court, found that 54% of Georgia residents opposed the heartbeat bill, while only 36% supported it.\textsuperscript{217} As Democrats have rapidly gained strength in Georgia, incumbent Republicans responded with a gerrymander intended to preserve Republican dominance in the state, and which took effect for the 2022 election.\textsuperscript{218}

IV. DEMOCRATIC CURES FOR DYSFUNCTION: CONGRESS AND STATE REFERENDA?

Can Congress or state referenda provide a partial cure to the sources of dysfunction in state legislatures identified in the last two parts? The \textit{Dobbs} majority focuses on state legislatures as the arena for policymaking, but this is an incomplete picture. As Murray and Shaw note, democracy in this context comprises a much denser set of institutions beyond state legislatures.\textsuperscript{219} This includes Congress, but also state executive branch officials, state courts, and voters themselves. Justice Kavanaugh was alone among the justices in the majority in explicitly acknowledging this (\textit{i.e.}, that policymaking could occur at both
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the state and federal levels, and through a variety of different means including not only legislatures but also state courts, executive actions, and popular initiatives).\footnote{220} Democracy also includes commitments to rights and deliberation, including at the state level. We bracket here judicial fights about the meaning of state constitutional provisions, although this has been and will continue to be an important avenue.\footnote{221}

We focus instead on two different alternative avenues for democratic policymaking: (1) federal lawmaking; and (2) citizens’ initiatives at the state level. Do these alternatives, both of which we think will prove important battlegrounds in coming years, ameliorate the problems in state legislative process? We think that in the first case (federal intervention), the answer is a pretty clear no; in the second, our answer is a more guarded “maybe,” although only in a partial way.

There is no question that Congress has substantial power over abortion-related issues. Using existing Commerce Clause doctrine, it seems likely that Congress has the power to either legalize or prohibit abortion nationally.\footnote{222} Short of this, of course, Congress could take innumerable actions that would impact abortion policy. At the federal level, there will be attempts at new lawmaking, new executive actions, and questions about the extent to which existing laws or regulatory actions preempt state abortion restrictions.

But the political process failures we have identified at the state level also seem likely to inhibit federal congressional action. The partisan gerrymandering problem in state legislatures is replicated in the U.S. House of Representatives, and the Senate has a natural malapportionment that overrepresents rural voters who have an increasingly strong tendency to vote Republican.\footnote{223} The inertial problem at the federal level is also very strong. The filibuster, an internal Senate rule that has no counterpart
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three-fifths approval rather than a simple majority to pass.224 Some abortion regulations may be passable via procedures that bypass the filibuster, such as reconciliation, but others do not fit into the arcane rules of the reconciliation procedure.225 The federal legislative process, unsurprisingly, seems unlikely to be a panacea for the state-level process problems that we identify. This seems true even though a significant majority of citizens nationally oppose the Dobbs decision.226

The citizens’ initiative process that exists in many states could act as an alternative to clogged or unresponsive state legislatures. Where “revived” old laws or messaging laws are out of step with popular sentiment, and where gerrymandered legislatures decline to make changes, the popular initiative may be a plausible workaround. The potential use of the initiative here seems somewhat similar to its recent use to force Medicaid expansion across several states, in accordance with strong popular will and despite resistance from Republican-held legislatures.227 In short, abortion debates seem like a battleground that will shed some light on the positive aspect of direct democracy as one significant tool in a modern democratic system. In several states, the power of the popular initiative has already proven decisive. In Kansas, for example, voters rejected an attempt to remove any protections for abortion in the state constitution;228 in Michigan, voters approved new state constitutional protections for abortion after a popular initiative campaign;229 California and Vermont also added new protections for
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abortion via referendum;\textsuperscript{230} Kentucky and Montana rejected attempts to remove any protection for abortion from state constitutions.\textsuperscript{231}

That said, these processes are not a panacea. As Justice Kagan pointed out in her dissent in \textit{Rucho}, in more than half of the states, these mechanisms do not exist (or exist only in a form that requires legislative approval), and so no workaround will be available.\textsuperscript{232} Of the states discussed extensively above, for instance, voters have pathways to legislative or constitutional referendums in Arizona, Michigan, and Ohio, but not in Georgia, Texas, or Wisconsin.\textsuperscript{233} Procedures also differ widely in their requirements and thus feasibility. In Florida, where initiatives require sixty percent approval to become part of the state constitution, the legislature in 2020 enacted changes that made the signature-gathering process more onerous, helping to stymie a recent attempt at Medicaid expansion.\textsuperscript{234}

Citizen initiatives also have important downsides. Two are standard in the literature: concerns about an absence of deliberation and concerns about the impact of a highly majoritarian procedure on minority groups.\textsuperscript{235} Both are relevant here as elsewhere, although some characteristics of abortion debates might lessen them. The deliberation concern might have particular bite in the context of highly complex questions like Brexit;\textsuperscript{236} abortion policy can also be quite complex, but
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the stakes may also be easier for voters to comprehend. The impact on minorities, which was a significant concern, for example, during the period in which same-sex marriage was a state-level issue, may also be ameliorated because women affected by abortion restrictions probably do not meet the traditional definition of a “discrete and insular” minority, as both Ely and the Dobbs majority emphasized.

There is also a third concern, more specific to the U.S. context where voting is not mandatory: one should be concerned by how differential turnout affects referendum results. This will also be impacted by the technical design and scheduling of these referendums, which vary from state to state. Kansas, for example, held its abortion referendum during its party primary, which has very different turnout from a general election. Differential turnout could reflect legitimate factors, such as intensity of preferences, but it could also reflect factors with a murkier democratic resonance, such as interest group mobilization and differences in resources. These factors do not clearly cut against the use of initiatives in the abortion context, but they do raise concerns.

The broad point is that the various alternatives to state legislative action do not fully mitigate the political process problems we identified in Part III above. So we must ask what a judicial response that took those concerns seriously—as Dobbs did not—might look like.

V. DEMOCRATIC DYSFUNCTION AND JUDICIAL REVIEW: DOBBS REVISITED

We have suggested above that one implication for judicial review is that a court acting in areas with a high risk of political process failure, like abortion, should attend to the sources of political process failure, and therefore to questions like partisan gerrymandering. Yet, as numerous scholars of election law have pointed out, the opposite is true. The Supreme Court is indeed anti-Carolene in its current jurisprudence.
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A. Reaffirming Casey

Even a Supreme Court that did take problems of political process seriously would probably not be able to fix the myriad problems that plague the democratic process on the abortion question. And this is an area, as we have detailed, that raises significant liberty and equality interests.

Given this, we think that the most obvious answer lies in a reaffirmation of the Court’s decision in Casey. The “undue burden” test set out by the Court in Casey provided a framework that allowed states to impose a range of restrictions on access to abortion at all stages of pregnancy, providing they did not impose an undue burden on access.242 It permitted states to impose an even wider range of restrictions after viability, subject to the requirement that access be permitted to protect women’s life and health.243 In that sense, it allowed legislatures to protect and promote fetal life.

Casey was a decision that construed the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses in a manner roughly in line with national democratic opinion on the question of access to abortion. Public opinion polls show consistent national majority support for abortion being legal in certain circumstances. According to a Gallup poll, today, as when Casey was decided, only a minority of Americans support a total ban on access to abortion (13% in May 2023; 14% in January 1992), while a more considerable minority support the idea of abortion being legal in all circumstances (34% in May 2023; 31% in January 1992).244 The majority supports abortion being legal under certain circumstances (51% in May 2023; 53% in January 1992).245 This also accords with the recent result in a state referendum in Kansas (a substantially Republican state), where voters voted fifty-nine to forty-one against an amendment seeking to remove the right to abortion from the state constitution.246

There can be legitimate debate about what exactly these attitudes mean in concrete settings, or how they relate to specific restrictions on access to abortion. And to that extent, there might be room to adjust the framework in Casey, perhaps allowing states somewhat more flexibility. The South Carolina Supreme Court’s recent decision invalidating the
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state’s six-week ban might illustrate one reasonable alternative approach.\textsuperscript{247} Invoking the state constitutional right to privacy, it stated that any legislative restrictions on abortion “must be reasonable and . . . must be meaningful in that the time frames imposed must afford a woman sufficient time to determine she is pregnant and to take reasonable steps to terminate that pregnancy.”\textsuperscript{248} The six-week ban, the court reasoned, was far too rapid to meet this test, but the court also declined (unlike \textit{Casey}) to pick a particular point up to which the state legislature must protect abortion.\textsuperscript{249}

At any rate, the basic doctrinal framework in \textit{Casey} is consistent with the text of the Due Process Clause, prior precedents in this area, and national public opinion. Prior precedents make clear that “ordered liberty” is to be understood in light of past historical practice, but that practice can be viewed as evolving, and characterized at various levels of generality.\textsuperscript{250} Decisions such as \textit{Griswold}\textsuperscript{251} also make clear that it is national and not state majority opinion that is controlling in a due process context.\textsuperscript{252}

Consideration of political process therefore deepens the sense that \textit{Dobbs} was a mistaken opinion and that \textit{Casey} (or something close to it) should have been left in place. Intuitively, the Court should not have rejected a right that it has recognized for fifty years, thereby leaving the issue to the mercy of deeply dysfunctional legislative processes that are almost certain to produce strange, countermajoritarian results out of step with public opinion. \textit{Casey} did a better job of approximating public opinion surrounding abortion access.

\textit{B. A More Responsive Remedy}

If the Court were nonetheless inclined to adjust the doctrinal framework set out in \textit{Casey}, the most promising path would also have been to focus on various forms of remedial innovation to promote democracy. The Court would have needed to pay greater attention to the risks of democratic inertia and blind spots in the subsequent democratic
resolution of questions of access to abortion. U.S. constitutional law offers relatively few precedential resources for employing the kind of remedial creativity that we have in mind, although they are common in other liberal democracies worldwide.253

If the Court truly wishes to promote a process whereby “people’s voices are heard” in debates over the regulation of access to abortion, it should adopt remedies that help promote this result. And the most obvious way to do this is to use a remedy that is relatively novel in the United States, but common in many other constitutional democracies: a “suspended declaration of invalidity” where the judicial order would be delayed for some period of time to allow democratic processes to play out.254

Delayed remedies have a problematic history in the United States, given their use in Brown I255 and II256 in a manner that slowed desegregation.257 The Court sought to allow support for desegregation to increase over time, but scholarship now tends to view this approach as contributing to long-term non-implementation of desegregation.258 However, the devil may have been in the details: “all deliberate speed”259 is a formula that lacks the concrete timeframe, and threat of coercive monitoring and oversight, associated with suspended declarations of invalidity in many other countries around the world.260

There is precedent for a more concrete form of delayed implementation in the U.S., in cases such as Northern Pipeline
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Construction Co. v. Marathon Pipe Line Co., 261 which delayed the implementation of a decision striking down broad jurisdiction for federal bankruptcy courts for three months so that Congress could act. 262 There are two advantages of this more concrete variant of delayed remedy. First, the timeframe set out in such a remedy can provide a “focal point” for legislators, in ways that encourage an affirmative legislative response to a court decision. 263 This can help to create legislative dialogue while also promoting constitutional responsibility by legislators. Second, delaying the effect of judicial invalidation can give legislators the opportunity to consider an issue without needing to overcome the burdens of inertia often associated with changing the legal status quo. 264 Given a suspended declaration, the legal status quo is clearly identified as the need for change.

In the specific context of Dobbs, this would have meant announcing the judgment but delaying implementation for a period of time in order to allow for legislative changes, citizens’ initiatives, and other democratic forms of response. How much time is of course an unclear and context-dependent question, but we would suggest an appropriate response would have at least spanned an election cycle, and possibly longer, to encourage popular input and legislative deliberation.

There may also have been other forms of remedial creativity that would have been helpful responses to the dysfunctions littering democracy in this area, particularly those caused in part by the Court’s own interventions. The breadth of the Court’s reasoning in Roe meant that following the decision, state legislatures had little incentive to repeal or amend restrictive abortion laws that were rendered inoperable. 265 As well, the persistence of Roe and Casey encouraged states to pass “messaging” laws never truly likely to operate. 266

One possible response to these problems would have been to issue Dobbs, but also to create a clean slate by wiping away legislation on the books that was inconsistent with the prior Casey framework. This would be, in effect, an (admittedly rather unique) form of prospective overruling of precedent, something the Court sometimes does in a
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different form elsewhere, such as in its criminal law jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{267} Thus the new *Dobbs* regime would not have the retroactive effect of validating preexisting legislation, but legislatures would be able to pass new laws regulating abortion and reflecting democratic deliberation in the changed legal environment.\textsuperscript{268} A Georgia state trial court issued a decision along these lines, holding that the state’s six-week “heartbeat” ban was unenforceable because it had been unconstitutional at the time it was enacted in 2019, but the Georgia Supreme Court quickly put that ruling on hold and allowed the six-week ban to go into effect.\textsuperscript{269}

The key point is not to advocate strongly for any one solution, but rather to point out that remedial creativity would be a way to make a ruling like *Dobbs* more responsive to democracy. It would not eliminate the problems of democratic dysfunction, but it would at least make an attempt to lessen them. Instead, the Court’s ruling showed no democratic responsiveness at all.

**CONCLUSION: THE CORROSIVE EFFECTS OF CYNICAL USES OF DEMOCRACY**

This Essay shows that the Supreme Court’s invocations of democracy in *Dobbs* are deeply problematic, given the highly dysfunctional context into which the Court returned the issue. One possibility is that the Court’s invocations were sincere but deeply mistaken, based on a romanticization of democracy rather than its current reality. Another possibility is that the majority in *Dobbs* was never sincere about its commitment to remanding the issue to democratic politics, or rather was indifferent to what its celebratory references to democracy meant in practice.

This insincerity would fit with the Court’s far less flattering account of democracy in cases like *Rucho*. Luis Fuentes-Rohwer and Guy-Uriel Charles have recently argued that the conservative majority in *Rucho* viewed “democracy as—rightly or inevitably—partisan, unfair, and...”
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dirty.” The fig leaf view would also potentially accord with the openly originalist and pro-life, religious views of many proponents and supporters of the outcome in Dobbs. For instance, many defenders of Dobbs praised it as a “triumph of responsible originalist jurisprudence.” And religious leaders openly welcomed the decision as providing overdue “moral and legal protection” for fetal life. Some supporters of the decision did so reluctantly, seeing it not as a real return to the democratic process but rather as a halfway house on the road to full constitutional or legislative prohibition of abortion nationwide.

What are the implications of such an insincere, cynical invocation of democracy? Perhaps legal reasoning does not matter much, since relatively few people engage with the reasoning—as opposed to the outcome—of even major Supreme Court decisions. But the democratic justification for Dobbs was also rooted in the discourse surrounding the decision, and invoking the name of democracy in aid of an illiberal outcome gives democracy a bad name. Doing so in circumstances where there is patent democratic dysfunction can only breed further disenchantment. If people lose faith in democracy as a system of government, its foundations become fragile.

In recent work, we have defined abusive judicial review as the use of judicial review, an institution paradigmatically associated with liberal democracy, to undermine the minimum core of democratic constitutionalism rather than to bolster it. Rucho may offer an example of a weak form of the phenomenon, although the Court recently steered away from stronger abuse when it rejected a broad application of the independent state legislature doctrine to overturn state judicial review of redistricting. In its own way, Dobbs may be another example of abusive judicial review, given the cynical, corrosive invocation of democracy for an illiberal purpose in a way that frustrates, rather than serves, democratic values.


The response to *Dobbs* is far from over. There is still the chance that democratic processes can restore abortion rights in line with national and state majority opinion. We show, however, that the chances are slimmer than the majority in *Dobbs* would have led us to believe.